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Abstract

The stability of two-layer plane Couette flow of upper-convected Maxwell (UCM) fluids of thicknesses(1 − β)R andβR, with matched
viscositiesη, and relaxation timesτ1 andτ2 past a soft, deformable solid layer (modeled here as a linear viscoelastic solid fixed to a rigid
plate) of thicknessHR, shear modulusG and viscosityηw is determined using a temporal linear stability analysis in the creeping-flow regime
where the inertia of the two fluids and the solid layer is negligible. Interfaces with and without the interfacial tension between the two fluids
are considered, while the interfacial tension between the UCM fluid and the deformable solid is neglected. It is well known that the two-layer
Couette flow of UCM fluids with different relaxation times undergoes a purely elastic interfacial instability (referred here as mode 1) in
rigid-walled channels, even in the creeping flow limit. It was recently shown [J. Non-Newtonian Fluid Mech 116 (2004) 371] that the plane
Couette flow of asingleUCM fluid past a deformable solid layer also undergoes an instability (referred here as mode 2) in the creeping flow
limit when the nondimensional solid elasticity parameterΓ = Vη/(GR) exceeds a certain critical value, for a given Weissenberg number
W = τV/R. In this study, the respective effects of solid layer deformability and fluid elasticity stratification on mode 1 and mode 2, and the
concomitant interaction of these two qualitatively different interfacial modes are analyzed in detail. It is shown that the deformability of the
solid layer has a dramatic effect on the purely elastic (mode 1) interfacial instability between the two UCM fluids: When the more elastic UCM
fluid is present in between the less elastic UCM fluid and the solid layer, the layer deformability has a stabilizing effect. In this configuration,
if the thickness of the more elastic fluid is smaller than the less elastic fluid, it is shown that it is possible tostabilizethe mode 1 purely elastic
instability (except for very long and very short waves, the latter being stabilized usually by the nonzero interfacial tension between the two
fluids) by making the solid layer sufficiently deformable (i.e.,Γ exceeding a critical value), while such a configuration isunstablein the case
of two-layer flow in rigid channels (i.e., in the absence of the deformable solid layer). Increase in the solid layer deformability, on the other
hand, destabilizes the interfacial mode between the UCM fluid and the deformable solid (mode 2). It is demonstrated that it is possible to
choose the solid elasticity parameterΓ and viscosity ratioηw/η such that both mode 1 and mode 2 are completely stable in finite experimental
geometries. In marked contrast, when the less elastic fluid is present in between the more elastic fluid and the solid layer, it is shown that
solid layer deformability has a destabilizing effect on mode 1. For this configuration, if the thickness of the less elastic fluid is smaller, it is
shown that mode 1 can be renderedunstableby increasing solid layer deformability, while it isstablein rigid channels (in the absence of
the solid layer). In both of the above configurations, the nondimensional solid layer elasticity required respectively to stabilize or destabilize
mode 1 varies asΓ ∝ (k∗R)−1 for (k∗R) � 1, wherek∗ is the wavenumber of perturbations. However, for finite experimental geometries
the minimum allowedk∗ is dictated by the system length, and in such cases, it is argued that complete stabilization or destabilization can be
achieved for realistic values ofΓ . In both the configurations, our results show that deformable solid layer coatings, by design or default, can
completely suppress or induce purely elastic interfacial instabilities in two-layer flow of viscoelastic fluids past a deformable solid surface.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The study of stability two-layer and three-layer flows of
viscoelastic fluids is motivated in part by its relevance to
polymer processing applications such as multilayer extru-
sion, where an accurate understanding of stable and unsta-
ble processing conditions can help in preventing interfacial
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Nomenclature

c = cr + ici complex wave-speed
G shear modulus of the solid
H nondimensional thickness of

the solid
k wavenumber
R dimensional total thickness of the

two fluids
V dimensional velocity of the top plate
Wα = ταV/R Weissenberg number of fluidα

Greek letters
β nondimensional thickness of fluid 2
(1 − β) nondimensional thickness of fluid 1
Γ = Vη/(GR) nondimensional elasticity parameter

of solid
η viscosity of the two fluids
ηr = ηw/η ratio of solid to fluid viscosity
ηw viscosity of the solid layer
Σ = γ∗/(ηV) nondimensional fluid–fluid interfacial

tension
τα relaxation time of fluidα

instabilities which are detrimental to the quality of the final
product. Apart from its practical relevance, the study of
interfacial instabilities in two-layer and multilayer flows of
viscoelastic fluids is also interesting from a fundamental
view point, as viscoelastic fluids give rise to new mecha-
nisms of interfacial instabilities that are absent in Newtonian
fluids. Consequently, a large number of previous studies
[1–8] (briefly discussed below) have focused on the theo-
retical understanding of two-layer and three-layer flows of
viscoelastic fluids. These studies have clearly identified the
parameter regimes in which interfacial instabilities occur,
and have elucidated the physical mechanisms that underlie
such instabilities in viscoelastic fluids. A series of experi-
mental investigations on interfacial instabilities in the mul-
tilayer flow of viscoelastic fluids has been carried out by
Wilson and Khomami[9–12]. A summary of the theoretical
studies in this area can be found in Ganpule and Khomami
[7].

In this paper, we consider the stability of the three-layer
configuration consisting of a two-layer flow of viscoelastic
fluids undergoing plane Couette flow past a soft, deformable
solid layer (seeFig. 1). Such a configuration might be
relevant in polymer processing where one may have a
multilayer flow of polymeric liquids, in which each layer
is being cross-linked to form a gel, possibly as part of a
composite material. If one of the layers solidifies before the
other, then the phenomena that are studied here could be
relevant. One might also envision, in the case of a two-layer
viscoelastic Couette flow, the use of soft solid layer coat-
ings to manipulate and control the interfacial instabilities.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing the configuration and (nondimensional)
coordinate system considered in Section 2. Two UCM fluids with same
viscosity η, but with different relaxation times τ1 and τ2 flowing past a
deformable solid layer.

Indeed, there exists an extensive body of literature (for a
recent overview, see, Gad-el-hak [13]) which have studied
the stability of Newtonianfluid flow past compliant walls,
in order to explore the possibility of delaying the onset
of instabilities, and thereby achieve drag reduction at high
Reynolds numbers. These studies have found, however, that
while compliant walls may delay the boundary layer insta-
bility past rigid walls, they induce additional instabilities
that arise due to the deformability of the wall. When a fluid
flows past such soft solid layers, the dynamics of the fluid
and the solid medium get coupled, and waves can propagate
across the fluid–solid interface as the shear modulus of soft
solids are in the range 103–106 Pa. An important question
to be answered concerning the three-layer configuration of
interest in the present study is whether the coupling between
the dynamics of the fluid–solid interface and the two-fluid
interface can result in suppression of interfacial instabilities
in the two fluids. In this study, we explore this possibility
of suppression of interfacial instabilities in the creeping
flow limit where the inertia in the two fluids and the solid
layer is neglected. In the remainder of this Introduction,
relevant previous studies in the areas of multilayer flows
of viscoelastic fluids in rigid channels and fluid flow past
soft solid surfaces are briefly reviewed and the context and
motivation for the present study are placed in perspective.

Yih [14] first showed using a longwave asymptotic anal-
ysis that the two-layer flow of Newtonian fluids of different
viscosities is always stable in the absence of fluid inertia,
while in the presence of even a vanishingly small Reynolds
number, the interface becomes unstable due to viscosity
stratification between the two fluids. However, for the case
of two-layer Couette flow of upper-convected Maxwell
(UCM) fluids, Chen [2] and Renardy [1], respectively, used
long wave and short wave asymptotic analyses and showed
that if the relaxation times of the two fluids are different,
then the interface is unstable in the creeping flow limit
even in the absence of viscosity differences between the
two fluids. The discontinuity of the first normal stress dif-
ference in the base state between the two fluids was found
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to be responsible for this interfacial instability. A number
of subsequent studies [3–8] have examined the stability of
two-layer and three-layer configurations of both Couette
and plane Poiseuille flows of Oldroyd-B and UCM fluids
using asymptotic and pseudospectral numerical methods.
These studies have shown that when the thickness of the
more elastic fluid is smaller than that of the less elastic
fluid, the interface is unstable to perturbations with very
long wavelengths, while for the converse case (viz. when
the thickness of the more elastic fluid is larger) the in-
terface is stable to perturbations of long and intermediate
wavelengths.

A recent study by Shankar and Kumar [15] analyzed the
stability of a single layer plane Couette flow of an UCM
fluid past a deformable solid layer (modeled as a linear vis-
coelastic solid fixed to a rigid surface) in the creeping flow
limit. This study showed that the interface between the UCM
fluid and the solid becomes unstable when the solid layer
becomes sufficiently deformable, i.e., when the parameter
Γ = Vη/(GR) is greater than a critical value, and when
the nondimensional group W̄ = τG/η is lessthan a thresh-
old value. Here, G is the shear modulus of the solid layer,
η the viscosity of the fluid, V the velocity of the top wall
driving the Couette flow, R the thickness of the fluid, and τ

the relaxation time of the UCM fluid. The mechanism that
drives this instability is the discontinuity of the base state
velocity gradient at the fluid–solid interface, which couples
the mean flow and the interfacial fluctuations even in the
creeping flow limit via the tangential velocity condition at
the fluid–solid interface. This is qualitatively different from
the interfacial instability between two UCM fluids, which is
driven by the discontinuity in the first normal stress differ-
ence at the interface.

For the three-layer configuration under consideration in
this paper, there are two different interfacial modes, viz.
the fluid–fluid interfacial mode, and the fluid–solid inter-
facial mode, both being unstable in the creeping flow limit
due to qualitatively different mechanisms discussed above.
We are interested in studying how these two qualitatively
different interfacial modes interact with each other, and the
consequences that this interaction has on the stability of the
two modes. We use the upper-convected Maxwell model to
represent the two viscoelastic fluids, as this model retains
the essential physics necessary to capture the purely elastic
interfacial instability between viscoelastic fluids. In order
to isolate the central non-Newtonian aspect of the problem,
we consider only the case where the viscosities of the two
fluids are matched, while the relaxation times are different.
A similar system was considered by Wilson and Rallison
[5] for the case of three-layer superposed flow of Oldroyd-B
liquids bounded by rigid walls. For the most part of this
work, we use a simple linear viscoelastic model to describe
the dynamics of the solid layer. In Section 3.4, we examine
the consequence of using a neo-Hookean model for the
solid layer, in order to determine whether the qualitative
conclusions obtained using the linear viscoelastic model are

affected by the use of a more complex constitutive relation
for the solid layer.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The rel-
evant governing equations and interface conditions are
presented in Section 2.1, and the base state profiles are de-
veloped in Section 2.2. The linear stability analysis and the
characteristic equation that determines the stability of the
system under consideration are presented in Section 2.3.
Representative results for the complex wavespeed as a func-
tion of the wavenumber, as well as neutral stability curves
in appropriate parameter space are provided in Section 3.
The salient results of our analysis as well as the limitations
due to the assumptions of matched viscosities and creeping
flow regime are discussed in the concluding Section 4.

2. Problem formulation

2.1. Governing equations

The system we consider (see Fig. 1) consists of a linear
viscoelastic solid of thickness HR, shear modulus G, and
viscosity ηw fixed onto a rigid surface at z∗ = −HR, a
layer of viscoelastic fluid (fluid 2) of thickness βR in the
region 0 < z∗ < βR with relaxation time τ2, and another
viscoelastic fluid layer (fluid 1) of thickness (1 −β)R in the
region βR < z∗ < R with relaxation time τ1. The two vis-
coelastic fluids are modeled using the UCM model (see, for
example, [16]), which has two material constants: a constant
viscosity η and a constant relaxation time τ. In this study,
the viscosities of the two UCM fluids are assumed to be
equal, while the relaxation times are different. In what fol-
lows, we indicate dimensional variables with a superscript
∗, and nondimensional variables without any superscript.
Fluid 1 is bounded at z∗ = R by a rigid wall which moves
at a constant velocity V in the x-direction relative to the
deformable solid layer. It is useful to nondimensionalise
various physical quantities at the outset, and the following
scales are used for this purpose: R for lengths and displace-
ments, V for velocities, R/V for time, and ηV/R for stresses
and pressure. H , therefore, is the nondimensional thickness
of the solid layer, while (1 − β) and β are, respectively, the
nondimensional thickness of fluids 1 and 2.

The nondimensional equations governing the dynamics
of the two fluids in the creeping-flow limit are, respectively,
the continuity and momentum conservation equations:

∂iv
(α) = 0, ∂jT

(α)
ij = 0. (1)

Here, v(α) is the velocity field in fluid α (α = 1, 2), and
T
(α)
ij the total stress tensor in fluid α which is a sum of an

isotropic pressure −p
(α)
f δij and the extra-stress tensor τ(α)ij :

T
(α)
ij = −p

(α)
f δij + τ

(α)
ij , (2)

and the indices i, j take the values x, z. The extra-stress
tensor is prescribed by the UCM constitutive relation as:
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Wα[∂tτ
(α)
ij + v

(α)
k ∂kτ

(α)
ij − ∂kv

(α)
i τ

(α)
kj − ∂kv

(α)
j τ

(α)
ki ] + τ

(α)
ij

= (∂iv
(α)
j + ∂jv

(α)
i ), (3)

where ∂t ≡ (∂/∂t), ∂i ≡ (∂/∂xi), and Wα = ταV/R is the
Weissenberg number in fluid α. No-slip boundary conditions
are appropriate for fluid 1 at z = 1:

v(1)x = 1, v(1)z = 0, (4)

while the boundary conditions at the interface between the
two UCM fluids and the interface between the fluid and the
solid layer are discussed below.

The deformable solid layer is modeled as an incompress-
ible linear viscoelastic solid, similar to that used in the
previous studies in this area (see, for example, [15,17–20]).
The dynamics of the solid layer is described by a displace-
ment field ui, which represents the displacement of the
material points in the medium from their steady-state posi-
tions. The velocity field in the solid layer is vi = ∂tui. In an
incompressible linear viscoelastic solid, the displacement
field satisfies the continuity equation:

∂iui = 0. (5)

The momentum conservation equation, in the limit where the
inertial stresses in the solid layer are negligible, is given by:

∂jΠij = 0, (6)

where Πij = −pgδij + σij is the total stress tensor which is
given by a sum of the isotropic pressure pg and deviatoric
stress σij . The neglect of inertial stresses in the solid re-
quires that the density of the solid layer is comparable to the
density of the fluid. The deviatoric stress tensor σij is given
by a sum of elastic and viscous stresses in the solid layer:

σij =
(

1

Γ
+ ηr∂t

)
(∂iuj + ∂jui), (7)

where Γ = Vη/(GR) is the nondimensional quantity char-
acterizing the elasticity of the solid layer and ηr = ηw/η the
ratio of solid to fluid viscosities. More precisely, 1/Γ is the
estimated ratio of elastic stresses in the solid layer to vis-
cous stresses in the UCM fluids. The solid layer is assumed
to be fixed to a rigid surface at z = −H , and the boundary
condition for the displacement field there is ui = 0.

A recent study by Gkanis and Kumar [21] (also see [15])
on the stability of the plane Couette flow of a Newtonian
fluid past a deformable solid has examined the role of non-
linear rheological properties in the solid by modeling the
deformable solid using the neo-Hookean model. This study
shows that for nonzero interfacial tension between the fluid
and the solid medium, and sufficiently large values of solid
layer thickness (H ≥ 2), the results from both linear and
nonlinear solid models agree quite well, while for smaller
values of solid thickness, the linear model somewhat over-
predicts the critical velocity required for destabilizing the
flow. In addition, there appears one more unstable mode in
the high wavenumber range in the neo-Hookean model, and

for H < 2, the critical value of Γ = Vη/(GR) required
to destabilize the flow is smaller for this high wavenumber
instability. In Section 3.4, we present a few representative
comparisons of the neutral stability curves obtained from the
linear viscoelastic model as well as the neo-Hookean model
for the solid layer, in order to demonstrate that the linear
viscoelastic solid model yields qualitatively correct results
for the present problem.

The conditions at the interface z = g(x) between the
two UCM fluids are the continuity of the velocities and
stresses, and the kinematic condition for the evolution of
the interfacial position g(x). The conditions at the interface
z = h(x) between UCM fluid 2 and the solid layer are
the continuity of the velocities and stresses. We neglect the
effect of interfacial tension between UCM fluid 2 and the
solid layer, as this was found in an earlier study [17] to have
a purely stabilizing effect on the interfacial mode of the
interface at z = h(x) between the fluid and the solid layer.

2.2. Base state

The steady velocity profile is simply the Couette flow
profile throughout the two fluids, identical to that found for
Newtonian fluids:

v̄(1)x = z, v̄(1)z = 0, τ̄(1)xx = 2W1, τ̄(1)zz = 0,

τ̄(1)xz = τ̄(1)zx = 1, (8)

v̄(2)x = z, v̄(2)z = 0, τ̄(2)xx = 2W2, τ̄(2)zz = 0,

τ̄(2)xz = τ̄(2)zx = 1. (9)

Since the viscosities of the two UCM fluids are equal, the
gradient of the velocity profile in the two fluids is identical.
Note, however, that the nonzero first normal stress difference
τ̄
(α)
xx − τ̄

(α)
zz = 2Wα, (α = 1, 2) is different in the two fluids,

and it is discontinuous across the two-fluid interface. The
solid layer is at rest in this steady base state, but there is
a nonzero unidirectional displacement ūx due to the fluid
shear stresses at the interface:

ūx = Γ(z + H), ūz = 0, σ̄xx = 0, σ̄zz = 0,

σ̄xz= σ̄zx = 1. (10)

All the base flow quantities above are denoted with an over-
bar in the preceding and ensuing discussions.

2.3. Linear stability analysis

Small perturbations (denoted by primed quantities) are
introduced to the fluid velocity about the base state, v(α)i =
v̄
(α)
i + v

(α)′
i , and other dynamical quantities in the two fluids

and the solid layer are similarly perturbed. We use a temporal
stability analysis to determine the fate of small perturbations
to the above base state. All the perturbation quantities are
expanded in the form of spatially periodic Fourier modes
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in the x-direction, and with an exponential dependence on
time:

v
(α)′
i = ṽ

(α)′
i (z) exp[ik(x − ct)],

u′
i = ũi(z) exp[ik(x − ct)], α = 1, 2, (11)

where k is the wavenumber, c the wavespeed which is a
complex number, and ṽ

(α)
i (z) and ũ

(α)
i (z) are eigenfunctions

which are determined below from the linearized govern-
ing equations and boundary conditions. For simplicity, only
two-dimensional perturbations are considered. The complex
wavespeed is c = cr + ici, and when ci > 0, the base state
is temporally unstable.

Upon substituting the above form for the perturbations
in the governing equations for the two fluids (1) and the
constitutive relation for the two UCM fluids (3), we obtain
the following linearized equations for the two fluids, where
α = 1, 2 and dz = d/dz:

dzṽ
(α)
z + ikṽ(α)x = 0, (12)

−ikp̃(α)f + ikτ̃(α)xx + dzτ̃
(α)
xz = 0, (13)

−dzp̃
(α)
f + dzτ̃

(α)
zz + ikτ̃(α)xz = 0, (14)

{1 + ikWα(z − c)}τ̃(α)zz = 2dzṽ
(α)
z + 2ikWαṽ

(α)
z , (15)

{1 + ikWα(z − c)}τ̃(α)xz = (dzṽ
(α)
x + ikṽ(α)z ) + Wα(τ̃

(α)
zz

+ 2ikWαṽ
(α)
z ), (16)

{1 + ikWα(z − c)}τ̃(α)xx = 2ikṽ(α)x + Wα(2τ̃
(α)
xz

+ 4ikWαṽ
(α)
x + 2dzṽ

(α)
x ). (17)

The above equations can be reduced to a single fourth-order
equation for ṽz [22]:

{ξ2
αd2

z − 2ξαdz + 2 − k2ξ2
α}{d2

z + 2ikWαdz − k2

−2k2W2
α}ṽ(α)z = 0, (18)

where the variable ξα is defined as ξα = [z− c − i/(kWα)],
α = 1, 2.

The governing equations for the displacement field in the
solid layer can be expressed in terms of ũi(z) in a similar
manner to give:

dzũz + ikũx = 0, (19)

−ikp̃g +
(

1

Γ
− ikcηr

)
(d2

z − k2)ũx = 0, (20)

−dzp̃g +
(

1

Γ
− ikcηr

)
(d2

z − k2)ũz = 0. (21)

These equations can be reduced to a single fourth-order dif-
ferential equation for ũz:

(d2
z − k2)(d2

z − k2)ũz = 0. (22)

The linearized boundary conditions at the unperturbed in-
terface position z = 0 between UCM fluid 2 and the solid
layer are given by [15]:

ṽ(2)z = (−ikc)ũz, (23)

ṽ(2)x + ũz = (−ikc)ũx, (24)

−p̃
(2)
f + τ̃(2)zz = −p̃g + 1

Γ
2dzũz − 2ikcηrdzũz, (25)

τ̃(2)xz − 2ikW2ũz =
(

1

Γ
− ikcηr

)
(dzũx + ikũz). (26)

Here, the second term in the left side of Eqs. (24) and (26)
represent nontrivial contributions that arise as a result of
the Taylor expansion of the mean flow quantities about the
unperturbed fluid–solid interface. The additional term that
appears in Eq. (24) for the tangential velocity is responsible
for the instability of the interface between the fluid and the
deformable solid layer [15,17].

Similarly, the linearized boundary conditions at the un-
perturbed interface position z = β between the two UCM
fluids 1 and 2 are given by:

ṽ(1)z = ṽ(2)z , (27)

ṽ(1)x = ṽ(2)x , (28)

−p̃
(1)
f + τ̃(1)zz − Σk2g̃ = −p̃

(2)
f + τ̃(2)zz (29)

τ̃(1)xz − 2ikW1g̃ = τ̃(2)xz − 2ikW2g̃, (30)

where g̃ is the Fourier expansion coefficient for the interface
position g = g̃ exp[ik(x−ct)], and Σ = γ∗/(ηV) the nondi-
mensional interfacial tension between UCM fluids 1 and 2.
Note that in the tangential velocity condition (Eq. (28)), there
are no additional terms that arise due to Taylor expansion,
because in the base state both the fluid velocity and the ve-
locity gradient are continuous across the two-fluid interface
(owing to matched viscosities in fluids 1 and 2). The tan-
gential stress condition (Eq. (30)) has additional terms due
to the jump in the first normal stress difference across the
two-fluid interface in the base state. These additional terms
are responsible for the purely elastic interfacial instability
in two-layer flows of UCM fluids. The linearized kinematic
condition at z = β between the two UCM fluids is given by

ik(β − c)g̃ = ṽ(1)z [z = β]. (31)

The boundary conditions at z = 1 are simply ṽ
(1)
z = 0 and

ṽ
(1)
x = 0, while the boundary conditions at z = −H are
ũz = 0 and ũx = 0.

The general solution to the fourth-order differential equa-
tion governing the stability of the two UCM fluids (18) can
be obtained analytically, following Gorodtsov and Leonov
[22]:
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ṽ(1)z =A1(z − c) exp[kz] + A2(z − c) exp[−kz]

+A3 exp[k(−iW1 +
√

1 + W2
1 )z]

+A4 exp[−k(iW1 +
√

1 + W2
1 )z], (32)

ṽ(2)z =B1(z − c) exp[kz] + B2(z − c) exp[−kz]

+B3 exp[k(−iW2 +
√

1 + W2
2 )z]

+B4 exp[−k(iW2 +
√

1 + W2
2 )z], (33)

The coefficients {A1, . . . , A4} and {B1, . . . , B4} multiply-
ing the four linearly independent solutions are determined
from the boundary conditions at z = 1 and the interface
conditions (23)–(26) at z = 0, and conditions (27)–(30) at
z = β. The most general solution to the fourth-order differ-
ential equation governing the dynamics of the solid layer,
(22), has four linearly independent solutions and four coef-
ficients multiplying these solutions. Two of the coefficients
can be expressed in terms of the other two after using the
zero displacement conditions (ũz = 0, ũx = 0) at z = −H ,
and we obtain:

ũz =C1{exp[kz] − [1 + 2k(z + H)] exp[−2Hk − kz]}
+C2{kzexp[kz] + [k(2Hk(z + H) − z)]

× exp[−2Hk − kz]}. (34)

The solutions for the fluid velocity in the two fluids Eqs. (32)
and (33) and pressure fields and the solid layer displacement
(34) and pressure fields are then inserted into the conditions
at the interface, (23)–(31), and the boundary conditions at
z = 1, viz. ṽ(1)z = 0, ṽ(1)x = 0, to obtain the characteristic
matrix of the form:

M · CT = 0, (35)

where C is the vector of coefficients

C = [A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, B2, B3, B4, C1, C2], (36)

and M is a 10×10 matrix in which the ten rows are obtained
from the four conditions at the fluid–fluid interface, four
conditions at the fluid–solid interface and two conditions at
the top rigid wall z = 1.

The characteristic equation is obtained by setting the de-
terminant of the characteristic matrix M to zero. For fixed
(nonzero) values of W1, W2, β, H , ηr, Γ , Σ and k, the char-
acteristic equation turns out to be a polynomial of fifteenth
degree for the complex wavespeed c. The solution to the
problem was coded in the symbolic package Mathematica,
and all the roots of the characteristic equation are obtained.
Out of these fifteen solutions to c, there are two interfa-
cial modes corresponding to the fluid–fluid interface and
fluid–solid interface. All the other modes are verified to be
stable, and we eschew the discussion of these modes here-
after. In addition to these discrete modes, it is well known
[1] that there exists also a continuous spectrum of modes in

the two fluids which are obtained by setting the coefficient
of the term with the highest derivative in Eq. (18) to zero.
Since the continuous spectrum in the two UCM fluids is
always stable, attention is henceforth restricted only to the
two interfacial modes at the two-fluid and fluid–solid inter-
faces, which are the ones that become unstable. Our general
formulation for the characteristic equation for two-layer vis-
coelastic Couette flow past a deformable solid layer yields as
special cases the configurations of two-layer flow of UCM
fluids in rigid channels [1,2], and the flow of a single UCM
fluid past a deformable solid layer [15].

3. Results

3.1. Two-layer viscoelastic Couette flow in rigid channels

It is first instructive to briefly recapitulate the results for
the stability of two-layer Couette flow of UCM fluids in a
rigid-walled channel, and this has been the subject of the ear-
lier studies of Renardy [1] and Chen [2]. Renardy [1] used a
short wave asymptotic analysis to show that mere elasticity
stratification is sufficient to destabilize the two fluid interface
in the creeping flow limit. Chen [2] analyzed the comple-
mentary asymptotic limit of long waves, and again showed
that the two fluid interface is unstable due to elasticity strat-
ification between the two fluids. Chen further showed that
the long wave instability is present only when the more elas-
tic fluid is of smaller thickness. While these authors probed
the limiting cases of long and short waves, the most unstable
mode could have finite wavelengths. From the formulation
given in the previous section, we recover the rigid wall case
by setting Γ = 0, and obtain the full dispersion relation, i.e.,
cr and ci versus k for all k. An example of this dispersion
relation is shown in Fig. 2, for the case W1 > W2, while
β = 0.49, 0.5 and 0.51. This figure clearly shows that when
the thickness of the more elastic fluid is greater than or equal
to the thickness of less elastic fluid, the interfacial mode is
stable in the longwave limit (k → 0), while when the thick-
ness of the more elastic fluid is smaller, the interfacial mode
becomes unstable in the longwave limit. However, as shown
in Fig. 2(b), regardless of the thickness of the more elastic
fluid, perturbations with finite wavelength do become unsta-
ble, and the maximum growth rate for all the three thickness
values are very nearly equal. The fastest growing waves have
k ∼ O(1) independent of the fluid thickness. The interfa-
cial instability persists for higher wavenumbers regardless
of the thickness of the more elastic fluid, and waves with
k � 1 remain unstable since the interfacial tension in the
fluid–fluid interface Σ = 0.

We have verified from our results that ci ∝ k for k �
1, while ci ∝ 1/k for k � 1. When expressed in terms
of the real part of the growth rate sr = kci, these results
become sr ∝ k2 for k � 1, and sr = constant for k � 1.
These scalings are in agreement with the earlier results of
Chen [2] and Renardy [1], thereby showing that the results
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Fig. 2. Mode 1 instability in rigid channels: variation of the real and
imaginary parts of the wavespeed c with the wavenumber k for two-layer
UCM Couette flow in rigid channels (Γ = 0) for different fluid thickness
ratio β: W1 = 6, W2 = 5, and interfacial tension Σ = 0.

of Chen and Renardy are asymptotic representations of the
sameunstable interfacial mode respectively at k � 1 and
k � 1. The most unstable waves, however, have k ∼ O(1).
We have also compared the wavespeed obtained from our
formulation (with Γ = 0 for rigid channels) with the earlier
low k asymptotic results of Chen [2], and this shows that our
results are in exact agreement with the asymptotic expression
given in [2] for k � 1, while for k > 1 the low k asymptotic
analysis is not accurate. Fig. 3 shows that nonzero interfacial
tension Σ in the two-fluid interface removes the shortwave
instability, while the most unstable modes still have k ∼
O(1). The real part of the wavespeed cr is unaffected by
nonzero Σ.

Fig. 3. Mode 1 instability in rigid channels: variation of the real and
imaginary parts of the wavespeed c with the wavenumber k for two-layer
UCM Couette flow in rigid channels (Γ = 0) for different fluid thickness
ratio β: W1 = 6, W2 = 5, and interfacial tension Σ = 1.

Thus, the two-layer Couette flow of UCM fluids in
rigid-walled channels becomes unstable whenever the relax-
ation times (or the Weissenberg number) of the two fluids
are different. We refer this interfacial mode between the
two UCM fluids as ‘mode 1’ . Before turning to the effect of
solid layer deformability on mode 1, it is useful to briefly
recall the results of Shankar and Kumar [15] who studied
the stability of the interface between a single UCM fluid
(undergoing plane Couette flow) and a deformable solid
layer. This interface becomes unstable when the parameter
Γ = Vη/(GR) exceeds a critical value for a fixed Weis-
senberg number W = τV/R. The variation of ci with k for
different values of Γ is shown in Fig. 4, and this shows that
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Fig. 4. Mode 2 in a single fluid for Couette flow of a UCM fluid past a
deformable solid layer: variation of ci with k for W1 = W2 = 1, H = 1,
ηr = 0, and various values of Γ . Increase of Γ destabilizes mode 2
(Shankar and Kumar [15]).

the unstable perturbations have finite wave lengths, while
both k � 1 and k � 1 perturbations are stable. We refer
this interfacial mode between the UCM fluid and the solid
layer as ‘mode 2’ .

3.2. More elastic fluid in between less elastic fluid and
solid layer

We first discuss the three-layer configuration where the
more elastic fluid (fluid 2) is in between the less elastic fluid
(fluid 1) and the solid layer. In this case, if β < 1/2, there is
a longwave mode 1 instability in rigid channels. The effect
of increasing Γ on mode 1 and mode 2 for β = 0.4 is shown
in Fig. 5a and b. Fig. 5(a) shows that increasing Γ from zero
does not alter the behaviour at k → 0 for mode 1, but as
k increases, ci starts deviating from its rigid-channel value.
For k ∼ O(1), ci increases substantially due to increase
in Γ and the growth rate of the most unstable mode also
increases with Γ . For k � 1, ci approaches the behaviour
corresponding to two-layer flow in a rigid channel, as the
short wave mode 1 instability between the two UCM fluids is
expected to be insensitive to the presence of the deformable
solid layer. However, when Γ is increased above a certain
value, mode 1 is completely stabilized, except for waves with
k → 0. In Fig. 5(a), for Γ = 10, as k � 1, ci coincides with
its rigid channel value. As k increases, ci becomes negative
and remains so even for k � 1, and it does not show the
high-k behaviour characteristic of mode 1. Note here that
for Γ = 0, i.e., in rigid-walled channels, there is only mode
1 instability.

The corresponding behavior of ci versus k for mode 2 as
Γ is increased is shown in Fig. 5(b). Here, for Γ = 5 and

7, mode 2 remains stable for all k. However, for Γ = 8
and higher, mode 2 becomes unstable at finite k, and this
instability persists even for large k. At large k, however, the
ci for mode 2 merges with the ci obtained for two-layer flow
in rigid channels. This shows that when Γ is greater than
a critical value, as k is increased, mode 1 and mode 2 get
‘switched’ and it is mode 2 that shows the appropriate high
k instability, and mode 1 remains stable except for very low
k. At the critical value of Γ , both mode 1 and mode 2 have
the same cr and ci at a particular value of wavenumber k.
An analogous switching of the real part of wavespeed cr for
modes 1 and 2 is shown in Fig. 5(c) and (d). In order to
illustrate the switching of mode 1 and mode 2 in a better
way, we show ci versus k for both mode 1 and mode 2 in
Fig. 6(a) and cr versus k in Fig. 6(b). This clearly shows that
for Γ smaller than a critical value, mode 1 has ci → 0 for
k → 0, and ci → 0 for k � 1. However, for Γ greater than
the critical value, mode 1 has ci → 0 for k � 1, but as k is
increased it becomes completely stable. For Γ greater than
the critical value, mode 2 is stable for k → 0, but it becomes
unstable at finite k, and remains unstable at all higher values
of k. At a fixed value of k, however, if the modes 1 and 2
are tracked as a function of Γ , the variation of cr and ci is
continuous.

We further note that when the two modes (1 and 2) get
switched at intermediate k as Γ is increased, the labels mode
1 and mode 2 are clearly arbitrary. We use the nomencla-
ture based on the behaviour of the two interfacial modes as
k → 0, and we designate the mode with ci → 0+ for β >

1/2 (ci → 0− for β ≤ 1/2) and cr → β as mode 1 (which
is the appropriate low k behaviour of the interfacial mode
for two-layer UCM flow in rigid channels). The other inter-
facial mode (between fluid 2 and the solid layer) is heavily
damped as k → 0, and is identified as mode 2. Regardless
of the nomenclature, the results clearly show that the low-k
and high-k behaviour of the two modes gets interchanged as
Γ is increased beyond a certain value. Our results show that
the exchange of the two modes at finite k takes place when Γ
is fixed, but H (the nondimensional solid layer thickness) is
increased, thereby making the solid layer more deformable.
Fig. 7 demonstrates the exchange of the two modes by en-
larging the parameter space where the exchange takes place,
when H is increased from 8.1 to 8.2. This plot in magni-
fied parameter space clearly shows that at a certain critical
H and k, the real and imaginary part of the wavespeeds of
modes 1 and 2 coincide. When H is less than this critical
value, mode 1 has the behaviour that as k → 0 ci → 0, and
for k � 1, ci → 0. Whereas, for H greater than this critical
value, ci → 0 for k � 1, but mode 1 is stabilized for all
higher k. On the other hand mode 2 becomes unstable at fi-
nite k, and all higher k waves are unstable, with ci for mode
2 coinciding with that of mode 1 for two-layer flow in rigid
channels for k � 1.

The foregoing discussion thus illustrates that the solid
layer deformability has a dramatic effect on the two interfa-
cial modes: when the wall is sufficiently deformable, mode 1
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Fig. 5. Effect of solid layer deformability on mode 1 and mode 2: illustration of ‘mode switching’ at intermediate k : W1 = 1,W2 = 2, β = 0.4,
ηr = 0, H = 1.

is stabilized for all k except k → 0, while mode 2 is unstable
for finite k and approaches the behaviour of two-layer UCM
flow in rigid channels for large k. When Γ is lesser than a
threshold value, mode 1 has the same asymptotic behaviour
at k � 1 and k � 1 as in rigid channels, but at finite k, the
growth rate (proportional to ci) is greatly enhanced due to
solid layer deformability. This is illustrated for two param-
eter sets in Fig. 8. For the parameters shown in this figure,
mode 2 remains stable. Thus, it is possible to enhance the
growth rate of the interfacial mode between the two UCM
fluids by making the solid layer more deformable, but at the
same time not excite the mode 2 instability between fluid 2
and the solid layer. We have also verified that when β > 0.5,

and for W1 and W2 such that mode 1 is completely stable at
all k in rigid channels, it is possible to excite only the mode
2 instability by increasing Γ .

The results provided in the preceding discussion are for
purely elastic solid layers with ηr = 0. The effect of ηr on
mode 1 (for fixed values of Γ , W1 and W2) was examined,
and this indicates that nonzero viscosity in the solid layer
has a stabilizing effect on mode 1. Fig. 9 shows the effect
of elasticity stratification on mode 2 instability between the
fluid 2 and the solid layer. Mode 1 is stable for the param-
eter set considered in this figure. Also plotted in this figure
is the variation of ci versus k for a single fluid flow past a
deformable solid with W1 = W2 = W , for both W = 1 and
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Fig. 6. Effect of solid layer deformability on mode1 and mode 2: W1 = 1,
W2 = 2, β = 0.4, ηr = 0, H = 1.

W = 2 for the sake of comparison. If there were no inter-
actions between the fluid–fluid interface and the fluid–solid
interface, one might expect that the ci versus k for the case
in which W1 = 1 and W2 = 2 would lie somewhere in
between the two curves for the single fluids with W = 1
and W = 2. However, this figure shows that the maximum
growth rate for the case with elasticity stratification is much
larger than the case when there is a single fluid–solid inter-
face. This clearly shows that the interfacial perturbations at
the fluid–fluid and fluid–solid interface interact strongly.

The fact that mode 1 is stabilized (except for very long
waves) for sufficiently large Γ , but mode 2 is unstable, raises
the following question: Is it possible to stabilize mode 2

by changing the viscosity ratio ηr (ratio of solid to fluid
viscosities)?. The motivation for this possibility comes from
the earlier results of Shankar and Kumar [15], who showed
that for the case of the interface between a single UCM fluid
and a solid layer, ηr has a stabilizing effect on the mode 2
instability. This possibility is explored in Fig. 10, where we
consider a configuration where W1 < W2 and β < 1/2, so
that in a rigid channel the flow is unstable at all k in the
absence of interfacial tension (Σ = 0). Fig. 10(a) shows that
for ηr = 0 and Γ = 10, mode 1 is completely stable, except
for k → 0 and k � 1. Mode 2 is unstable for a finite range
of k ∼ O(1). Fig. 10(b) shows the effect of increasing ηr to
1, and this shows that mode 2 is completely stabilized, and
mode 1 is stable except for k � 1 and k � 1. However, the
presence of a nonzero interfacial tension between the two
fluid interfaceΣ �= 0 stabilizes the interfacial mode 1 at high
k. Fig. 11 shows the variation of ci with k for modes 1 and 2,
with Σ = 0.1 for two different parameter sets. This shows
that for ηr �= 0 and Σ �= 0, mode 2 is completely stable for
all k, while mode 1 is stable except for very long waves k →
0. We have verified that the stabilizing effect of solid layer
deformability on both modes 1 and 2 occurs for a variety
of parameter sets, and these results demonstrate that the
presence of the solid layer has a dramatic effect on the purely
elastic interfacial instability between the two UCM fluids,
when the more elastic fluid is in between the less elastic
fluid and the solid layer. In Fig. 12, we demonstrate that by
careful choice of Γ and ηr, it is possible to either enhance
or suppress the mode 1 instability between the two UCM
fluids, for fixed values of W1, W2 and β. The above results
therefore open up the possibility that soft solid layer coatings
can potentially be used to suppress or enhance the purely
elastic interfacial instability between the two UCM fluids,
by carefully tuning the shear modulus (or, equivalently, Γ )
and the loss modulus (or, equivalently, ηr) of the viscoelastic
solid, so that mode 2 instability between the solid and the
fluid is not excited.

While the foregoing illustrations (using ci versus k plots)
of stabilization of mode 1 are for a selective parameter val-
ues of Γ , it is instructive to construct neutral stability curves
(curves of ci = 0), in the Γ–k plane for fixed values of
W1,W2, ηr, H and β. Such plots will then allow us to select
the parameter Γ so that both mode 1 and mode 2 are stable.
Fig. 13(a) and (b) show the neutral stability curves for the
cases with ηr = 0 and ηr = 1. Note that for the two-fluid
configuration under consideration here, there is a mode 1
interfacial instability in rigid channels (i.e., Γ = 0 in our
framework) for W1 < W2 �= 0 and β < 1/2. Therefore, in
these figures, the line Γ = 0 is completely unstable for all
k in the absence of interfacial tension Σ. The neutral sta-
bility curves for both mode 1 and mode 2 are plotted: when
Γ increasesbeyond the neutral curve for mode 1, there is
a transition from unstable waves to stable wavesof mode
1. Whereas, when Γ increases beyond the neutral curve for
mode 2, there is a transition from stable waves to unsta-
ble wavesof mode 2. These curves clearly show that solid
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Fig. 7. Demonstration of switching of mode 1 and mode 2 by zooming in the parameter space. When the data is plotted in symbols (squares and circles)
only a few representative points are plotted for clarity. Data for W1 = 5, W2 = 6, ηr = 0, Γ = 5, β = 0.4.

layer deformability has a stabilizing effect on mode 1, but
destabilizing effect on mode 2, and there is a sufficiently
wide window of the parameter Γ in which both mode 1 and
mode 2 are stable. For the mode 1 neutral curve, Γ ∼ 1/k
for k � 1, meaning that the solid layer elasticity should de-
crease with a decrease in wavenumber in order to stabilize
long waves of mode 1. In these figures, the interfacial ten-
sion Σ = 0, so mode 1 is unstable at very high wavenum-
bers regardless of Γ , since the high wavenumber mode 1
instability is localized at the fluid–fluid interface and is in-
sensitive to the deformability of the solid layer. Fig. 13(b)
shows the same parameter set as Fig. 13(a), except that ηr
is increased to 0.6. The effect of nonzero ηr is to stabilize

mode 2, i.e., to increase the critical value of Γ required to
excite the mode 2 instability.

Fig. 14(a) and (b) shows the role of nonzero interfacial
tension between the two fluids, Σ, on the neutral curves for
two different values of ηr, with all the other parameters re-
maining the same as in Fig. 13(a) and (b). The presence of
nonzero Σ stabilizes high k waves for the mode 1 instability,
and so the unstable region in the Γ–k plane is now restricted
to finite and low k region. Nonzero Σ between the two flu-
ids clearly does not have any effect on the mode 2 neutral
curve, which remains the same as in Fig. 13(b). Increasing ηr
from 0.6 to 1 completely stabilizes mode 2 (see Fig. 14(b)),
and thus it is possible to choose the nondimensional
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Fig. 8. Enhancement of mode 1 instability due to solid layer deformability
when mode 2 is stable: Σ = 0, ηr = 0 in both cases.

elasticity parameter Γ as large as possible to completely sta-
bilize the mode 1 instability. For realistic experimental ge-
ometries, the lowest value of wavenumber k that is allowed
is inversely proportional to the system length, so by choosing
sufficiently large Γ it should be possible to completely sup-
press mode 1 interfacial instability between the two fluids
in finite experimental geometries. Fig. 15 shows the neutral
curves for mode 1 and mode 2 for different parameter sets,
and this further demonstrates that it should be possible to
completely suppress mode 1 instability in finite experimen-
tal systems, by increasing the deformability of the wall (i.e.,
Γ ). By modifying ηr of the solid layer, it is also possible to
completely suppress the mode 2 interfacial instability.
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Fig. 9. Effect of elasticity stratification on mode 2 instability: W1 = 1,
W2 = 2, H = 1, β = 0.4, Γ = 20, ηr = 0. Also shown are the results for
mode 2 in a single UCM fluid with W1 = W2 = 1, and W1 = W2 = 2.

The discussion thus far was concerned with the case where
the more elastic fluid of smaller thickness is present between
the less elastic fluid of larger thickness and the solid layer.
The configuration in which the more elastic fluid of larger
thickness in between the less elastic fluid and the solid layer
was also considered. In a rigid channel, such a configuration
undergoes only finite wavenumber instability, and k → 0
modes are stable, while modes with k � 1 are stabilized
by the nonzero interfacial tension. The effect of solid layer
deformability was found to be purely stabilizing on these
finite k unstable waves of mode 1. We, therefore, do not
provide any further discussion on this configuration.

3.3. Less elastic fluid in between more elastic fluid and
solid layer

We now turn to the discussion of the configuration where
the less elastic fluid is in between the more elastic fluid and
the solid layer. We first discuss the case where the thickness
of the less elastic fluid is larger than the more elastic fluid.
Such a configuration is unstable to waves with any k in a
rigid channel (when the interfacial tensionΣ = 0). When the
more elastic fluid is present in between the less elastic fluid
and the solid layer, we demonstrated in the previous Section
3.2 that mode 1 can be completely stabilized. Fig. 16(a)
shows the effect of solid layer deformability on the variation
of ci with k for the case when the less elastic fluid 2 (with
W2 = 0.1) of larger thickness β = 0.6 is in between the more
elastic fluid 1 (withW1 = 0.5) of smaller thickness (1−β) =
0.4 and the solid layer. Also plotted in these figures are the
ci versus k plots for the case considered in the previous
section in which only the two fluid layers are flipped: the
more elastic fluid 2 (with W2 = 0.5) of smaller thickness
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Fig. 10. Suppression of mode 1 and mode 2 instabilities due to solid
layer deformability: effect of ηr for W1 = 0.1, W2 = 0.5, β = 0.4,
Σ = 0.

β = 0.4 is in between the less elastic fluid 1 (with W1 =
0.1) of larger thickness (1 − β) = 0.6. This figure shows
that by merely interchanging the two fluid layers, the effect
of solid layer deformability on mode 1 completely reverses:
from being stabilizing for the configuration considered in
the previous section, it becomes completely destabilizing for
the configuration considered in this section. However, the
effect of interchanging the fluid layers has only marginal
effect on mode 2. Fig. 16(b) demonstrates this same effect
for a different parameter set for the configuration where the
less elastic fluid 2 of larger thickness is in between the more
elastic fluid 1 and the solid layer.

Fig. 11. Suppression of mode 1 and mode 2 instabilities with nonzero
interfacial tension between the two UCM fluids: demonstration of stabi-
lization for two different set of solid layer parameters. Σ = 0.1, ηr = 1,
β = 0.4, W1 = 0.1, W2 = 0.5.

We next turn to the discussion of the configuration where
the less elastic fluid 2 of smallerthickness is in between the
more elastic fluid 1 of larger thickness and the solid layer.
In a rigid channel (without the solid layer), such a configu-
ration is stable to waves with k → 0, while only finite and
short waves become unstable due to elasticity stratification.
Fig. 17 shows the effect of solid layer deformability on the
variation of ci versus k for a variety of parameter sets. This
figure shows that in this configuration, solid layer deforma-
bility has a completely destabilizing effect on mode 1, and
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Fig. 12. Enhancement and suppression of mode 1 instability by tuning the
parameters characterizing the deformable solid layer: W1 = 1, W2 = 2,
β = 0.4.

it destabilizes even waves with small k. At large k, there is
an instability even in rigid channels in the absence of inter-
facial tension, and solid layer deformability does not affect
those large k waves. Also shown in this figure, for the sake
of comparison, are the results for the configuration in which
only the two fluid layers are flipped (discussed in the pre-
vious section), where the more elastic fluid of larger thick-
ness is in between the less elastic fluid of smaller thickness
and the solid layer. In that configuration, wall deformability
was shown to have a purely stabilizing effect. However, by
merely interchanging the two fluid layers, the effect of solid
layer deformability changes from being completely stabi-

Fig. 13. Neutral stability curves for mode 1 and mode 2 instabilities for
fixed W1 and W2 in the Γ–k plane: W1 = 0.1, W2 = 0.5, β = 0.4,
Σ = 0, H = 0.7. Illustration of stabilization of mode 1 due to solid
layer deformability (finite Γ ), for the case where the interfacial tension
Σ between the two UCM fluids is zero.

lizing to completely destabilizing. However, mode 2 is not
very significantly affected due to the interchange of the two
fluid layers. This trend continues even to the case when the
two fluids have equal thicknesses β = 1 − β = 0.5. In this
case, when the less elastic fluid is in between the more elas-
tic fluid and the solid layer, mode 1 is unstable due to solid
layer deformability. The configuration where the more elas-
tic fluid is in between the less elastic fluid and the solid layer,
on the other hand, is stabilized by solid layer deformability,
while such a configuration is stable (except for large k) in
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Fig. 14. Neutral stability curves for mode 1 and mode 2 instabilities for
fixed W1 and W2 in the Γ–k plane: W1 = 0.1, W2 = 0.5, β = 0.4,
Σ = 0.1, H = 0.7. Stabilization of mode 1 due to solid layer deformability
(finite Γ ) and mode 2 due to increase in ηr , for the case where the
interfacial tension Σ between the two UCM fluids is nonzero.

rigid channels. For this case where the two fluids have equal
thickness, mode 2 is found to be altered only marginally due
to the interchanging of the two fluid layers.

Fig. 18 shows the neutral curves in the Γ–k plane for a
few representative parameter sets for the configuration dis-
cussed above. In these figures, when Γ increases beyond the
neutral curve for mode 1, there is a transition from stable
to unstable region for mode 1, while mode 2 remains sta-
ble. Mode 2 becomes unstable at a significantly higher value
of Γ , when Γ increases beyond the mode 2 neutral curve.
These plots point to the possibility of using soft solid layer

Fig. 15. Neutral stability curves for mode 1 and mode 2 instabilities for
fixed W1 and W2 in the Γ–k plane: β = 0.4. Illustration of stabilization
of mode 1 due to solid layer deformability.

coatings to manipulate purely elastic interfacial instability
in two-layer viscoelastic flows. By merely interchanging the
fluid layers, it is possible to change the stability character-
istics dramatically: from mode 1 being completely stable to
being unstable. Note that in the absence of interfacial ten-
sion, Σ, waves with k � 1 are unstable for mode 1. Fig.
19 shows the role of nonzero interfacial tension, Σ, on the
neutral curves, and this expectedly stabilizes short wave per-
turbations, thus making only a finite band of waves unstable
upon increase of Γ . Also, the nondimensional parameter Γ
required to excite the mode 1 instability scales as Γ ∼ 1/k
for k � 1, meaning that the solid layer elasticity should de-
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Fig. 16. Destabilization of mode 1 when the lesser elastic fluid of larger
thickness is in between the more elastic fluid and the solid layer, for the
configuration when mode 1 instability is already present in rigid walls.

crease as the inverse wavelength of perturbations for very
long waves in order to render these (mode 1) long waves
unstable.

Before closing this section, it is useful to compare and
contrast the results obtained for the present three-layer con-
figuration of two UCM fluids and a solid layer with that
of Ganpule and Khomami [6] who considered (among var-
ious other configurations) the three-layer configuration of
three UCM fluidswithout viscosity stratification. They con-
sidered the Weissenberg numbers of the three UCM fluids
to be different, but the thickness of the top (fluid 1) and
bottom (fluid 3) layers are equal, while the thickness of the
middle (fluid 2) layer was varied relative to the top/bottom
layer thickness. Thus, that configuration is identical to the

Fig. 17. Destabilization of mode 1 due to solid layer deformability when
it is stable in rigid channels: when the less elastic fluid (of smaller
thickness compared to the more elastic fluid ) is in between the more
elastic fluid and the solid layer.

present system except that we have a solid in the bottom
layer instead of the UCM fluid. They identified two modes
of purely elastic instability, one associated with each inter-
face. When W1 < W2 < W3 (see Figs. 17 and 18), and for
arbitrary ratios of the thickness of fluid 2 with the thick-
ness of the top and bottom layers, their results show that the
interfacial mode corresponding to the top layer is stable to
longwave disturbances. This is because, with respect to the
top interface, the flow configuration is that of a thin layer of
less elastic fluid, which is stable (as predicted by the long-
wave analysis of Chen [2]). However, the interfacial mode
corresponding to the bottom layer is unstable because with
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Fig. 18. Neutral stability curves for mode 1 and mode 2 instabilities for
fixed W1 and W2 in the Γ–k plane: β = 0.4, ηr = 0,Σ = 0. Illustration
of destabilization of mode 1 due to finite solid layer deformability, when
it is stable in rigid channels. Less elastic fluid of smaller thickness is in
between the more elastic fluid and the solid layer.

respect to the bottom interface, the flow configuration is that
of a thin layer of more elastic fluid, which is unstable. How-
ever, for the configuration analyzed in this paper, W1 �= W2
and instead of the fluid 3 we have a solid layer, the interfa-
cial mode between the two fluids is stable or unstable de-
pending on the nondimensional elasticity of the solid layer,
and the relative thickness of the two fluids and their Weis-
senberg numbers. When the thickness of fluid 2 is smaller,
and its Weissenberg number W2 > W1, then if the wall
is made sufficiently deformable, the purely elastic unstable
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Fig. 19. Neutral stability curves for mode 1 and mode 2 instabilities for
fixed W1 and W2 in the Γ–k plane: effect of interfacial tension between
the two fluids on the neutral curves. The parameters are: W1 = 0.5,
W2 = 0.1, β = 0.4, Σ = 0.1, ηr = 0, H = 0.7.

interfacial mode between the two fluids can be stabilized
completely. On the other hand, if W1 > W2 and when the
thickness of fluid 2 is smaller, then if the wall is made suf-
ficiently deformable, the interfacial mode between the two
fluids becomes unstable. This shows that the effect of the
solid layer on the two-fluid purely elastic interfacial mode is
qualitatively different from the effect of a third UCM fluid
considered by Ganpule and Khomami [6].

3.4. Comparison with the neo-Hookean solid model

In this section, we provide a brief comparison of the re-
sults obtained using the linear viscoelastic solid model and
the neo-Hookean model. First, we briefly recall the results
obtained in earlier studies on the single layer flow of both
Newtonian and UCM fluids past a solid layer using the
neo-Hookean model, since those results are pertinent to the
mode 2 instability for the three-layer configuration of inter-
est in this study. At the outset, one might expect that the
linear elastic model, strictly speaking, is valid only when
the nondimensional strain in the base state (see Eq. (10)) of
the solid layer, Γ , is small compared to 1. However, it was
shown by Gkanis and Kumar [21] for Newtonian fluids and
by Shankar and Kumar [15] for UCM fluids that for H ≥ 2,
the results obtained using the linear elastic solid model and
the neo-Hookean model agreed very well for mode 2, even
though the critical strain Γc is not strictly small compared
to 1. In general, it was found that the Γc required to destabi-
lize the flow was smaller for the neo-Hookean model when
compared to the linear elastic solid model, and the differ-
ences in the predictions of the two solid models diminish
as H is increased. Thus, earlier studies have shown that the
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results obtained for mode 2 instability are unaffected by the
neo-Hookean model for H ≥ 2. However, the study of Gka-
nis and Kumar showed that there appears a new instability
at somewhat higher wavenumbers for a neo-Hookean solid,
which is absent for a linear viscoelastic solid. When H <

2, the critical strain (Γc) required to destabilize these high
wavenumber perturbations are smaller than the Γc required
to destabilize the k ∼ O(1) perturbations that is already pre-
dicted by the linear viscoelastic model.

From the point of view of the three-layer configuration
of interest in this paper, one must also determine the role
of using the neo-Hookean model on mode 1 instability,
in order to examine whether the predictions made in the
previous sections (using the linear viscoelastic model) are
affected by the model used to describe the solid layer. To
this end, we have carried out the linear stability analysis us-
ing the neo-Hookean model, by adapting the formulation of
Gkanis and Kumar [21] to the present three-layer configura-
tion. The reader is referred to [15,21] for details concerning
the formulation of the linear stability analysis involving a
neo-Hookean solid. Fig. 20 shows a representative com-
parison of the neutral stability curves (in the Γ–k plane)
obtained using the linear viscoelastic solid model with
ηr = 0, and the neo-Hookean model. Let us first focus on
the mode 1 neutral curve. As demonstrated in this figure, the
neutral curve obtained using the linear elastic solid model
agrees quite well with that of the neo-Hookean solid model.
There are minor quantitative differences, but the qualitative
features are the same for mode 1, and the prediction that
mode 1 is stabilized by the solid layer (for W2 > W1 when
β < 1/2) is hence unaffected by the neo-Hookean model for
the solid. For mode 2, however, there is an important differ-
ence because for H < 2, there is a new high wavenumber
instability in the neo-Hookean model that is not captured
by the linear viscoelastic model. This high wavenumber
instability arises because of the nonzero first normal stress
difference that exists in the base state for the neo-Hookean
solid (while it is zero in a linear elastic solid). The disconti-
nuity in the first normal stress difference between the UCM
fluid 2 and the neo-Hookean solid apparently gives rise to
this high wavenumber instability, much similar to the high-k
instability between two UCM fluids with different relax-
ation times. For H < 2, the Γc required to destabilize these
high-k mode 2 perturbations is smaller than that required
for the k ∼ O(1) instability that is already predicted by the
linear viscoelastic model. Therefore, for H < 2, one must
plot the neutral curve for these high-k perturbations. This
is shown in the two plots of Fig. 20. As demonstrated by
these plots, the critical Γc to destabilize these high-k mode
2 perturbations is still a significantly large quantity, and
there remains a window in the Γ–k plane where both the
modes are stable. It is therefore expected that the important
qualitative conclusions drawn in the previous sections us-
ing the linear viscoelastic model should remain unaffected
with the use of a more realistic constitutive model for
the solid.

Fig. 20. Neutral stability curves for mode 1 and mode 2 instabilities for
fixed W1 and W2 in the Γ–k plane: comparison of results obtained for
the linear viscoelastic model with the results of the neo-Hookean solid.
For the neo-Hookean solid, the interfacial tension (σ) between the solid
and the UCM fluid 2 is nonzero, with nondimensional value σ/(GR) = 1.
Data for β = 0.4, ηr = 0,Σ = 0.1 in both the figures.

4. Concluding remarks

The stability of the three-layer configuration consisting
of two viscoelastic UCM fluids undergoing plane Couette
flow past a soft, deformable solid layer was analyzed in
the creeping flow regime for the case where the viscosities
of the two UCM fluids are matched, while their relaxation
times are different. This elasticity stratification leads to an
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instability (mode 1) in the creeping flow regime for two-layer
Couette flow in rigid-walled channels in the absence of the
solid layer. The interface between a single UCM fluid and
the solid layer also undergoes an instability (mode 2) when
the nondimensional elasticity parameter Γ = Vη/(GR) ex-
ceeds a critical value. In the three-layer configuration under
consideration in this paper, our results show that the waves
in the fluid–fluid and fluid–solid interfaces interact strongly,
and this was shown to have dramatic consequences on the
purely elastic interfacial instability between the two fluids.
When the more elastic fluid is present between the less elas-
tic fluid and the solid layer, the deformability of the solid
layer has a stabilizing effect on the mode 1 interfacial insta-
bility. In this case, when the thickness of the more elastic
fluid is smaller, it was demonstrated that it is possible to
completely suppress the mode 1 instability (while it is un-
stable in rigid-walled channels) by increasing the solid layer
deformability, and the nondimensional elasticity parameter
Γ required to stabilize the mode 1 instability scales as Γ ∼
1/k for k � 1. Modes with k � 1 are usually stabilized
by the nonzero interfacial tension between the two fluids. In
general, increasing the solid layer deformability (Γ ) further
can destabilize the mode 2 instability. However, by carefully
tuning the solid layer thickness H and viscosity ratio ηr, it
was shown that the mode 2 instability can also be completely
suppressed, and the three-layer configuration can be com-
pletely stabilized in finite experimental geometries. When
the more elastic fluid of larger thickness lies in between the
less elastic fluid and the solid layer, solid layer deformability
again renders the mode 1 instability to be completely stable.

In the other configuration where the less elastic fluid is in
between the more elastic fluid and the solid layer (i.e., the
fluid layers in the previous configuration are interchanged),
the role of solid layer deformability is completely reversed,
and it has a powerful destabilizing effect on the mode 1
instability. Here, when the more elastic fluid is of larger
thickness than the less elastic fluid, such a configuration is
stable at long waves in rigid channels. However, increase
in solid layer deformability was shown to destabilize mode
1, and the nondimensional elasticity parameter required to
render the flow unstable scales as Γ ∼ 1/k for k � 1.
When the less elastic fluid of larger thickness lies in between
the more elastic fluid and the solid layer, increasing layer
deformability again has a strong destabilizing effect on mode
1 instability.

The present analysis was restricted to the case where the
viscosities of the two UCM fluids are matched, in order to
exclusively focus on the effect of solid layer deformability
on the instability due to elasticity stratification. However, it
is expected that the present results should carry over to the
case where there is a viscosity stratification as well. Another
approximation made in the present study is the assumption
of creeping flow regime, where the inertial effects in the
two fluids and the solid are negligible. While this approxi-
mation is reasonable in polymer processing applications, it
does not capture the instability due to viscosity stratifica-

tion that occurs even in Newtonian fluids [14] at nonzero
Reynolds numbers. Therefore, for UCM fluids with both vis-
cosity and elasticity stratification, apart from the effect of
solid layer deformability on elasticity stratification, its ef-
fect on combined viscosity and elasticity stratification must
be studied in order to make connections with general ex-
perimental situations. A more complete analysis including
viscosity stratification and fluid inertial effects must involve
numerical treatment of the problem, and this will be pre-
sented in a future study.

Finally, it is useful to estimate the parameters that would
be representative of typical experimental situations, in or-
der to determine when the effects predicted in this study
can be realized in experiments. For sake of concreteness, let
us consider the parameter set considered in Fig. 15(b). The
nondimensional parameter Γ required to stabilize the mode
1 instability increases as Γ ∼ 1/k for k � 1. However,
experimental studies will involve finite geometries, and in
such situations, the minimum allowed wavenumber will be
dictated by the system length L, as kmin = 2πR/L, where R
is the total thickness of the two fluids. If we assume L/R =
100, then kmin ≈ 0.06, and the Γ required to stabilize per-
turbations of this wavenumber (and all k larger than this
minimum wavenumber) can be obtained from Fig. 15(b) to
be greater than or equal to 5. The Weissenberg number of
the fluid 2 in this figure is W2 = 2, and so Γ/W2 ≥ 5/2. The
nondimensional group Γ/W2 = η/(τ2G) is independent of
the fluid velocity V , and if this group is greater than 5/2
then mode 1 will be stabilized for this particular experimen-
tal geometry with L/R = 100 and other parameters such as
W1, W2, β and H are fixed as in Fig. 15(b). (Since W1 <

W2 for this configuration, Γ/W1 is also greater than 5/2.)
The shear modulus G of deformable solids such as polymer
gels or soft elastomers can be estimated to be 104 Pa, while
the relaxation time τ2 of typical polymeric liquids is around
10−2 s, and a representative viscosity η of polymeric liquids
is around 103 N s m−2. Using these estimates, the nondimen-
sional group η/(τ2G) = 10 which is greater than the theo-
retically predicted 5/2. Therefore, these estimates show that
the predicted stabilization of mode 1 interfacial instability
should be realized in experiments involving two-layer flow
of typical polymeric liquids past soft solid layers.
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